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Regional Context

The Framework Plan considers all Emory campuses and the connectivity between them.
Emory Strategic Pillars for Executive Park

pillars

- Faculty excellence
- Innovation through scholarship and creative expression
- Atlanta as a gateway to the world

goals

- Sustain intellectual leadership across all programs and research disciplines while elevating the competitive position of targeted areas
- Be recognized as a top-ranked global leader in applied research in health sciences to drive societal impact
- Serve the Atlanta community by bringing to bear Emory’s strengths as a top-tier research institution

signature initiatives

- Create a live, work, play health innovation district that brings community together
Collision: Inspire collaboration, engagement, and social interaction

Spontaneity: Structure spaces and programs to promote serendipitous encounters

Visible & Permeable: Enhance access and visibility, both horizontally & vertically

Flexibility: Enable users to transform space; design for longevity and multiple unknown users

Connected: Integrate indoor and outdoor environments through physical connections and transparency

Sustainable: Incorporate sustainable development practices
Executive Park provides a unique opportunity for Emory to create a live-work-play health innovation district focused on supporting a connected community and workplace of the future. Emory serves the community and advances the future of health care through community partnerships, patient-focused care and innovative research.
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Brookhaven Zoning Meetings

• Wednesday, July 10 at 7 p.m. - Planning Commission
• Tuesday, July 23 at 7 p.m. - Mayor and City Council
• Both meetings will be held at Brookhaven’s City Hall, 4362 Peachtree Road
Information Stations

• **Station 1:** Zoning and Master Planning
  • Robin Morey, Emory University
  • Sara Lu, Emory University
  • Jessica Hill, Morris, Manning & Martin, LLP

• **Station 2:** Transportation and Mobility
  • Emmy Montanye, Kimley Horn
  • Matt Flynn, Kimley Horn

• **Station 3:** Greenspace, Place Making and Land Management
  • Kate Triplett, Kimley Horn
  • Mike Lopez, Kimley Horn